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GUIDANCE FOR BUSINESSES PERMITTED TO OPERATE DURING THE COVID-19 DISASTER EMERGENCY TO ENSURE THE SAFETY AND HEALTH OF EMPLOYEES AND THE PUBLIC

First and foremost, businesses that have been operating remotely through individual telework of their employees must continue to telework to prevent the spreading of COVID-19 until the stay at home and business closure orders are fully lifted. However, certain life-sustaining businesses that cannot conduct either all or part of their operations via telework have been permitted to conduct in-person operations, and certain non-life sustaining businesses are being permitted to restart their in-person operations through the loosening of some restrictions under the stay at home and business closure orders.
Michael Pipe, Centre County Commissioner
Centre County, Pennsylvania

105 confirmed cases

40 - 55% Reduction in Average Mobility (Based on Distance Traveled)
65 - 70% Reduction in Non-Essential Visits
82 - 94% Decrease in Encounters Density Compared to National Baseline

Counties

Juniata County
Elk County
Sullivan County
Fulton County
Centre County
Adams County
Cameron County
https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/disease/coronavirus/Pages/Hospital-Data.aspx
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COVID-19 PHASED REOPENING IN PA

— IN EFFECT MAY 8 —

RED
Stay at Home Order

YELLOW
Aggressive Mitigation

GREEN
Aggressive Mitigation Lifted
## COVID-19 Reopening Phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work &amp; Congregate Settings</th>
<th>Social Settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Red Phase</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFE-SUSTAINING BUSINESSES ONLY</td>
<td>STAY AT HOME ORDERED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESTRICTIONS IN PLACE FOR PRISON + CONGREGATE CARE</td>
<td>LARGE GATHERINGS PROHIBITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHOOLS CLOSED FOR IN-PERSON INSTRUCTION</td>
<td>RESTAURANTS/BARS LIMITED TO CARRY-OUT + DELIVERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOST CHILD CARE CLOSED</td>
<td>ONLY TRAVEL FOR LIFE-SUSTAINING PURPOSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yellow Phase</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEWORK MUST CONTINUE WHERE FEASIBLE</td>
<td>STAY AT HOME RESTRICTIONS LIFTED IN FAVOR OF AGGRESSIVE MITIGATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESSES WITH IN-PERSON OPERATIONS MUST FOLLOW SAFETY ORDERS</td>
<td>LARGE GATHERINGS PROHIBITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILD CARE OPEN WITH WORKER + BUILDING SAFETY ORDERS</td>
<td>IN-PERSON RETAIL ALLOWED CURBSIDE/DELIVERY PREFERRED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESTRICTIONS IN PLACE FOR PRISON + CONGREGATE CARE</td>
<td>INDOOR RECREATION, HEALTH AND WELLNESS FACILITIES (SUCH AS GYMS, SPAS), AND ALL ENTERTAINMENT (SUCH AS CASINOS, THEATERS) REMAIN CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHOOLS CLOSED FOR IN-PERSON INSTRUCTION</td>
<td>RESTAURANTS/BARS LIMITED TO CARRY-OUT + DELIVERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Green Phase</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL BUSINESSES MUST FOLLOW CDC AND PA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH GUIDELINES</td>
<td>AGGRESSIVE MITIGATION ORDERS LIFTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUALS MUST FOLLOW CDC AND PA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH GUIDELINES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COVID-19 Safety Procedures for Businesses

**PROTECTING CUSTOMERS AND EMPLOYEES WORKING IN THE COMMONWEALTH**

**Requirements for Businesses Authorized to Continue In-Person Operations:**

- **Health and Cleaning**
  - Provide masks for employees to wear at all times.
  - Clean and disinfect the building frequently, especially high-touch areas.
  - Make sure employees have access to soap and water, hand sanitizer, and disinfectant wipes.
  - Tell employees they should notify their supervisor if they are sick and stay home.

- **Social Distancing**
  - Prevent large groups from entering or leaving the building at the same time.
  - Limit the number of employees in common areas.
  - Conduct meetings virtually. For in-person meetings, limit the number of employees to 10 and maintain a distance of six feet.
  - Don’t allow non-essential visitors.

If there is a COVID-19 exposure in your building:
- Establish a plan for employee COVID-19 exposure, that includes building cleaning and notifying affected employees. See COVID-19 Safety Guidance at pa.gov for more details.
- Secure and clean the exposed areas.
- Take each employee’s temperature before they enter the building and send home those who have a temperature of 100.4°F or higher.
- Employees should notify their supervisor if they have symptoms and go or stay home.
- Advise sick employees to follow CDC recommended guidance on home isolation.

**Additional Safety Guidance for Any Retail Operations at Your Location:**

- Conduct business with the public by appointment only, when possible.
- Limit the number of people inside the building to no more than 50% of the total maximum occupancy.
- Modify business hours so there is enough time to clean and restock.
- Install shields at check-out areas to separate cashiers and customers.
- Provide delivery or pick-up options and encourage online ordering.
- Designate a specific time for people at high risk to use the business at least once a week.
- Require customers to wear masks or face coverings.
- Limit check-out lanes to every other register and rotate every hour to allow for disinfection.
- Schedule handwashing breaks for employees at least every hour.
- Assign an employee to wipe down carts and hand baskets before the customer uses it.

**Questions or Concerns?**

- **Businesses**
  - Contact the Department of Health at 1-877-PA-HEALTH (1-877-724-3258).
- **Employees or Customers**
  - If you feel unsafe at your workplace relative to COVID-19 concerns, file a complaint with:
    - A local health department or law enforcement agency.
    - The Occupational Safety and Health Administration at OSHA.gov.
    - The PA Department of Health at health.pa.gov.

**Remember These Important Steps to Stop the Spread of COVID-19**

- Maintain a distance of at least 6 feet from other individuals.
- Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds as frequently as possible, or use hand sanitizer if soap and water are not available.
- Cover coughs or sneezes with a sleeve or elbow.
- Do not shake hands.
- Regularly clean high-contact surface areas.
- When sick, stay at home.
- Do not gather in groups larger than 10 people.
To Summarize:

✓ Masks
✓ Disinfect Surfaces Frequently
✓ Wash Hands/Hand Sanitizer
✓ Social Distance Employees & Customers
✓ Policy for COVID-19 Exposure in Your Business
What to do if an employee is a probable or confirmed case of COVID-19?

Pennsylvania Department of Health
Yesterday at 8:00 AM · 🌧️

As part of PA's worker safety order, if a business discovers that an employee is a probable or confirmed case of COVID-19, they must:

- implement temperature screenings before employees start work + send any employee home who has temp of 100.4° or higher
- close off + ventilate areas visited by that individual
- wait a minimum of 24 hours before beginning cleaning + disinfection
- clean + disinfect all spaces, especially commonly used rooms + shared equipment
- identify + notify employees who were in close contact with that individual (within 6' for about 10 minutes)
- ensure that the business has a sufficient number of employees to perform these protocols effectively and immediately

Read the full worker safety order: https://bit.ly/2ygorEb
GUIDANCE FOR BUSINESSES PERMITTED TO OPERATE
DURING THE COVID-19 DISASTER EMERGENCY TO ENSURE THE
SAFETY AND HEALTH OF EMPLOYEES AND THE PUBLIC

PURPOSE

The virus that causes the Coronavirus 2019 Disease ("COVID-19") is easily transmitted, especially in group settings, and it is essential that the spread of the virus be slowed to safeguard public health and safety.

COVID-19 can be transmitted from infected individuals even if they are asymptomatic or their symptoms are mild, such as a cough. It can also be spread by touching a surface or object that has the virus on it and then touching your mouth, nose or eyes. This guidance document addresses the procedures businesses must follow to limit the spread of COVID-19 to the extent they are permitted to conduct in-person operations.

As discussed more fully below, businesses operating in counties designated as in the Red Phase or Yellow Phase, are subject to this guidance. In counties designated as in the Green Phase, the orders underlying this guidance will be lifted, and businesses will no longer be required to follow this guidance.

First and foremost, businesses that have been operating remotely through individual telework of their employees must continue to telework to prevent the spreading of COVID-19 until the stay at home and business closure orders are fully lifted. However, certain life-sustaining businesses that cannot conduct either all or part of their operations via telework have been permitted to conduct in-person operations, and certain non-life sustaining businesses are being permitted to restart their in-person operations through the loosening of some restrictions under the stay at home and business closure orders.

Businesses in the Commonwealth that are permitted to conduct in-person operations during the disaster emergency must take precautions to protect their employees, their employees’ families, and their communities as a whole. Businesses that are permitted to maintain in-person operations are those that are permitted to operate under the Governor’s and Secretary’s Non-Life Sustaining Business Closure Orders (as amended), an exemption from those Orders, or any subsequent applicable Order or amendment to those Orders from the Governor and Secretary. All businesses (including those businesses whose in-person operations were originally closed and later permitted to reopen) conducting in-person operations must review this guidance and commit to ensuring the health and safety of their employees and the public.

The precautions that businesses must implement are more fully outlined in the following documents:

1) Order of the Secretary of Health providing for building safety measures, issued April 5, 2020;
2) Order of the Secretary of Health providing for business safety measures (to keep employees and customers safe), issued April 15, 2020;
3) Guidance issued by the Department of Health to the Construction Industry, issued April 19, 2020;
4) Guidance issued by the Department of State to the Real Estate Industry, reissued April 28, 2020;
5) Guidance issued by the Governor regarding Vehicle Transactions, issued April 20, 2020;
6) Other future applicable Department of Health (DOH) and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidance.

BUSINESSES SUBJECT TO THIS GUIDANCE

All businesses in all industries and sectors of the economy (including non-profit entities), in the Commonwealth, that are permitted to conduct in-person operations, are subject to this guidance unless they
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GUIDANCE FOR BUSINESSES PERMITTED TO OPERATE DURING THE COVID-19 DISASTER EMERGENCY TO ENSURE THE SAFETY AND HEALTH OF EMPLOYEES AND THE PUBLIC

First and foremost, businesses that have been operating remotely through individual telework of their employees must continue to telework to prevent the spreading of COVID-19 until the stay at home and business closure orders are fully lifted. However, certain life-sustaining businesses that cannot conduct either all or part of their operations via telework have been permitted to conduct in-person operations, and certain non-life sustaining businesses are being permitted to restart their in-person operations through the loosening of some restrictions under the stay at home and business closure orders.
are otherwise more stringently regulated under separate industry-specific guidance. For instance, health care providers are governed by DOH’s guidance provided to health care providers and its HANs (Health Alert Network guidance).

SIGNIFICANCE OF RED-YELLOW-GREEN PHASES FOR BUSINESSES

The Commonwealth is employing a regional and industry-specific approach to reopening non-life-sustaining businesses. In counties that have been designated as in the Red Phase, businesses permitted to conduct in-person operations are 1) those listed as life sustaining according to the Governor’s and Secretary’s Non-Life Sustaining Business Closure Orders (as amended), 2) those that received an exemption from those Orders from the Department of Community and Economic Development, or 3) those permitted to conduct in-person operations pursuant to a subsequent applicable Order or amendment to those Orders from the Governor and Secretary including:

a. Construction Industry;
b. Vehicle Dealerships; and
c. Real Estate Industry.

In counties that have been designated as in the Yellow Phase, all businesses, except those categories specifically excluded in the Governor’s Plan to Reopen Pennsylvania Plan and the Governor’s and Secretary of Health’s orders, are permitted to conduct in-person operations, so long as they strictly adhere to the requirements of this guidance.

In counties that have been designated as in the Green Phase, all businesses (including those restricted or prohibited in the Yellow Phase) are authorized to conduct unrestricted in-person operations as long as the businesses follow CDC and Department of Health guidelines.

POLICY

It is the policy of the Administration to ensure that all businesses subject to this guidance conduct their operations in the manner best designed to prevent or mitigate the spread of COVID-19 and ensure the safety of their employees and the communities in which the businesses reside or serve. All businesses, even those that are authorized to maintain in-person operations, must strive to minimize opportunities for personal interaction because such interactions provide greater opportunities for the transmission of COVID-19. Businesses must employ remote or virtual methods of doing business whenever and wherever possible.

Businesses that must conduct in-person operations and activities, because their employees cannot telework, must adhere strictly to this guidance. In addition, businesses that maintain in-person operations must make their employees and customers aware of the efforts and commitment to protecting their health and safety.

PROTECTING EMPLOYEES WORKING IN THE COMMONWEALTH

All businesses that have been conducting their operations in whole or in part remotely through individual teleworking of its employees must continue telework operations for each of those employees.

All businesses conducting in-person operations must do the following:

- Clean and disinfect high-touch areas frequently and continue to regularly clean all other areas of the building(s);
- Establish and implement a plan in case the business is exposed to a probable or confirmed case of COVID-19, that includes:
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Securing and decontaminating the affected areas by:

- Closing off areas visited by the person who is a probable or confirmed case of COVID-19;
- Opening outside doors and windows and using ventilation fans to circulate air in the area;
- Waiting at least 24 hours, or as long as practical, before cleaning and disinfecting the affected area;
- Cleaning and disinfecting all shared areas such as offices, bathrooms, break rooms, shared electronic equipment (tablets, touch screens, keyboards, remote controls) and ATM machines used by the sick person;

Identifying employees who were in close contact (within about 6 feet for 10 minutes or more) with a person with a probable or confirmed case of COVID-19 from the period 48 hours before symptom onset to the time at which the patient isolated.

- If any employee who was in close contact remains asymptomatic, the employees should adhere to the practices set out by the CDC in its April 8, 2020 Interim Guidance for Implementing Safety Practice for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had Exposure to a Person with Suspected or Confirmed COVID-19;
- If the affected employee becomes sick during the workday, the person should be sent home immediately. Surfaces in the employee’s workspace should be cleaned and disinfected. Information on other employees who had contact with the ill employee during the time the employee had symptoms and 48 hours prior to symptoms should be compiled. Others at the workplace with close contact within 6 feet of the employee during this time are considered exposed;
- Promptly notify employees who were close contacts of any known exposure to COVID-19 at the business premises, consistent with applicable confidentiality laws.

Taking each employee’s temperature before they enter the business and sending home those who have a temperature of 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit, or higher. Ensure employees practice social distancing while waiting to have temperatures screened;

Informing employees that if they have symptoms (i.e., fever, cough, or shortness of breath), they should notify their supervisor and stay home;

Advising sick employees to follow CDC-recommended steps, including not returning to work until the CDC criteria to discontinue home isolation are met, in consultation with health care providers and state and local health departments;

Employers are encouraged to implement liberal paid time off for employees who do not return to work for the reasons set forth above:

- Prevent large groups from entering or leaving the building by staggering work start and stop times;
- Limit the number of people in employee common areas, like locker rooms or break rooms, and ensure these areas are cleaned frequently;
- Conduct meetings and trainings virtually. If a meeting needs to be held in person, limit the number of employees to 10 and maintain a social distance of six feet;
- Make sure employees have access to soap and water to wash their hands, hand sanitizer and disinfectant wipes;
- Provide non-medical masks for employees to wear at all times and make it mandatory to wear masks while on the work site. Employers may approve masks obtained or made by employees according to Department of Health policies;
- Make sure the facility has enough employees as applicable to follow these protocols and conduct business effectively and safely;
- Discourage non-essential visitors from entering the business premises;
- Communicate these procedures to all employees to ensure that everyone knows how to be safe.
PROTECTING EMPLOYEES IN THE COMMONWEALTH THAT SERVE THE PUBLIC

Any business that serves the public inside a building or other defined area must follow the above guidance and take the additional precautions listed below:

☑️ Conduct business with the public by appointment only, whenever possible;
☑️ If appointment-only service is not feasible, limit the number of people inside the building to no more than 50% of the total maximum occupancy;
☑️ Modify the hours of business so that there is enough time to clean and restock;
☑️ Install shields or other barriers at registers and check-out areas to physically separate cashiers and customers, or take other measures to maintain social distancing between customers and employees;
☑️ Encourage customers to use online ordering by providing delivery or pick-up options;
☑️ Designate a specific time for people at high risk, including those over the age of 65 to use the business at least once a week;
☑️ Require all customers to wear masks while on the premises. Businesses that provide medication, medical supplies or groceries must provide an alternate, no contact, means of delivering goods for customers who cannot wear a mask.
  o However, individuals who cannot wear a mask due to a medical condition (including children under the age of 2 years per CDC guidance) may enter the premises and are not required to provide documentation of such medical condition
☑️ In businesses with multiple check-out lanes, limit use to every other register. After every hour, rotate customers and employees to the previously closed registers and clean the previously open registers and the surrounding areas;
☑️ Schedule handwashing breaks for employees at least every hour; and
☑️ Assign an employee to wipe down carts and hand baskets before the customer uses it.

No business is required to conduct in-person operations, and should not do so if the business is unable to do so in accordance with this guidance. Businesses permitted to conduct in-person operations that are unable or unwilling to comply with these requirements may engage in curbside delivery to customers so long as strict social distancing and other mitigation measures are followed.

Businesses serving the public that inherently involve close contact with customers, and therefore cannot attain social distancing, are not permitted to conduct in-person operations until the county in which the business is located transitions to the Green Phase, when the building safety and business safety orders are lifted.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Local political units were not explicitly required to suspend in-person operations under the business closure orders issued by the Governor and the Secretary on March 19, 2020. However, they were advised to curtail in-person operations to the extent practicable and to follow COVID-19 mitigation guidance provided by the Department and the CDC. Similarly, local political units are not required to follow the Secretary’s building and business safety orders; however, they are advised to implement the protocols that it outlines to the extent practicable.

Although the Commonwealth is not a business that is directly covered by this guidance, Governor Wolf has chosen to implement the practices outlined here where possible as an example for other employers and employees in the Commonwealth.

Local political units should use best judgment in exercising their authorities and issuing implementation directives and guidance. All such decisions should appropriately balance public health and safety while ensuring the continued delivery of critical services and functions. Government employees and contractors should continue to operate under the direction of their supervisors.
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https://bit.ly/CentreCoYellow
FURTHER GUIDANCE AND SUPPORT

Businesses that have questions about whether this guidance applies to them may contact the Department of Health at 1-877-PA-HEALTH (1-877-724-3258).

Answers to frequently asked questions (FAQs) involving application of the business safety order are available here.

In addition, answers to frequently asked questions (FAQs) involving the construction industry specific guidance are available here.

Help is available for people who are struggling with their mental or emotional health or feeling anxious or overly stressed. Contact the Crisis Text Line by texting PA to 741-741.

The Administration recognizes the difficulty of procuring materials businesses need to safely resume operations. If assistance is needed to locate masks and other supplies to carry out these required safety procedures, please visit DCED’s Business2Business Interchange.

ENFORCEMENT

Enforcement of the Secretary’s Order Directing Building Safety Measures began at 12:00 AM on Monday, April 6, 2020.

Enforcement of the Secretary’s Order Directing Public Health Safety Measures for Businesses Protection Order began at 8:00 PM on Sunday, April 19, 2020.

The governor has directed the following state agencies and local officials to enforce orders related to the COVID-19 pandemic to the full extent of the law:

- Department of Health
- Department of Agriculture
- Department of Labor and Industry
- Pennsylvania State Police
- Local officials, using their resources to enforce closure orders within their jurisdictions.
- Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board

Law enforcement officers should refer to Enforcement Guidance available online here.

If employees or customers want to report possible health and safety violations in the workplace related to COVID-19:

1. File a complaint with a local health department or a law enforcement agency.
2. Submit this webform to the PA Department of Health at www.health.pa.gov.
3. Review OSHA guidance and, if appropriate, file a complaint at OSHA.gov.
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REMINDEERS TO CONTAIN THE SPREAD OF COVID-19: SOCIAL DISTANCING AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS

When people need to leave their places of residence in connection with allowable individual activities, allowable essential travel, or by virtue of exemption from this policy, the Department of Health strongly encourages individuals to abide by the following social distancing requirements to:

- Maintain a distance of at least six feet from other individuals;
- Wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds as frequently as possible, or use hand sanitizer if soap and water are not available;
- Cover coughs or sneezes with a sleeve or elbow, not hands; Do not shake hands;
- Regularly clean high-contact surface areas;
- When sick, stay at home;
- Do not gather in groups larger than 25 people, including for business meetings or events.

REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMUNICATING WITH EMPLOYEES AND ANY ON-SITE CUSTOMERS ABOUT COVID-19 SAFETY

Businesses conducting in-person operations or serving the public are required to make employees and customers aware of the guidance provided by the Commonwealth to keep people at their establishment safe. In addition, businesses are required to publicly acknowledge their responsibility to conduct their operations to ensure the health and

Businesses must print, sign, and post the “COVID-19 Safety Procedures for Businesses” flyer on their premises. The flyer is located on the Department of Health’s Resources for COVID-19 webpage. Businesses must post the signed flyer in employee common space and, if the business serves the public, the business must also post the flyer near the business’s public entrance(s) in prominent location(s).

Businesses must sign the flyer on the space provided. The signature is an acknowledgement that the owner or management is aware of the COVID-19 safety procedures and understands their responsibilities to carry out the guidance and procedures. The flyer must be signed by the business’s corporate officer, site manager, site foreperson, or equivalent. The flyer also contains a space for the business to indicate the employee who is the “Pandemic Safety Officer,” or the person in charge of the COVID-19 safety procedures for the business (specific workplace). The signed acknowledgement and Pandemic Safety Officer designation should not be returned to the Commonwealth — it must be simply posted and available if requested by local law enforcement.

The Commonwealth encourages businesses to share this guidance or the flyer electronically with employees as well.

There is no requirement to submit a safety response plan to the Commonwealth.

NOTE: The Commonwealth’s Resources for COVID-19 webpage offers two versions of the flyer. One is a document that can be printed on ONE 8.5x14-inch (legal) piece of paper. The other is a document that can be printed on TWO 8.5x11-inch (letter) pieces of paper. Additionally, Spanish translations are also available (both a 8.5x11-inch version and a 8.5x14-inch version) on the Resources for COVID-19.

https://bit.ly/CentreCoYellow
The business can choose which version to use and post at its location(s). The business does not have to use both versions.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

For the most up-to-date, reliable information, please continue to refer to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s website for Responding to COVID-19 in Pennsylvania: https://www.pa.gov/guides/responding-to-covid-19/.
Welcome Back Employees & Customers

https://bringingpaback.com/welcome-back-employees-customers/

Step 1: Making Them Feel Safe

For Customers:

- Limit the number of customers in the facility to ensure appropriate distancing, along with visual markers on the floors for six-foot distancing, per CDC guidance.
- Offer curbside delivery instead of in-store pick-up, drive-through services, call-ahead services, and other ways to ensure limited physical contact.
- Add plastic barriers/shields at registers.

For Employees:

- In addition to setting guidelines so that sick employees stay home when sick, employers are also being encouraged to allow continued telework if applicable, along with videoconferencing or teleconferencing when possible for work-related meetings and gatherings.
- Conduct virtual sales calls, and carefully consider whether travel is necessary.
- Support respiratory etiquette (masks) and hand hygiene for employees, customers and worksite visitors through tissues and no-touch disposal receptacles, soap and water, and hand sanitizer in multiple places at the worksite. While not all industries can allow social distancing – for example, beauty salons and casinos; they can modify these requirements with mandatory mask use, increased sanitation practices and limiting the number of people allowed in the facility.
- Place posters that encourage hand hygiene to help stop the spread at the entrance to your workplace and in other workplace areas where they are likely to be seen. Discourage handshaking – encourage the use of other noncontact methods of greeting.
- Direct employees to visit the coughing and sneezing etiquette and clean hands webpage for more information.
- Establish protocols for when an employee or someone they are in close contact with has been exposed to COVID-19, as outlined in this guidance document from the PA Department of Health.
- Provide supports for staff to ensure their mental and emotional well-being – including the implementation of employee wellness programs or staff emergency leave or funds.
- For more tips on steps businesses should take to ensure a safe return to work, check out this U.S. Chamber Foundation webinar.

From PCI: HR Tips on Ensuring a Healthy Return to Work
Prepare Your Workplace

https://bringingpaback.com/prepare-your-workplace/

Step 1: Prepare

The first step in re-opening is making sure your facility is a safe environment for you, your employees and your customers. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have developed comprehensive guidelines on how best to prepare your workplace. Additionally, the Wolf administration has issued guidance for businesses permitted to operate during the re-opening process, as well as an order directing public health safety measures for Pennsylvania businesses. While it’s critical that employers read the federal and state guidelines in their entirety, here are a few key takeaways:

- Clean and sanitize your facility prior to welcoming back employees and customers and implement a cleaning procedure. One way to combat the spread of COVID-19, is to ensure your work environment is cleaned and disinfected regularly. Businesses should maintain pre-existing cleaning protocols, while paying extra attention to clean and disinfect high-touch areas in spaces that are accessible to customers, tenants or other individuals, as per guidance issued by the EPA and CDC. Additionally, the Wolf administration’s “Building Safety Measures” order states businesses need to ensure the facility has a sufficient number of employees to perform the required cleaning protocols. (Please note – if a person with a suspected or confirmed case of COVID-19 has been in your facility, the CDC has developed additional cleaning and disinfection guidelines.)

- Develop a plan to allow for continued social distancing. As regions transition from the “red” to “yellow” phase of Governor Wolf’s “Plan for Pennsylvania,” social distancing will continue to be required. For businesses, this includes (but is not limited to): continuing to allow employees to telework if possible; conducting meetings and trainings virtually if possible; limiting meetings to 10 people or fewer and holding them in large spaces where individuals can spread out; staggering employee work hours, breaks and lunch schedules; limiting the number of people in employee common areas; offering curbside pickup for customers; adding plastic barriers/shields at registers; offering call-ahead services; and limiting the number of customers permitted in a business at one time.

- Secure the necessary personal protective equipment (PPE). The state’s Worker and Building Safety Order requires employers to provide employees with masks while on the work site. The order also requires all customers to wear masks while on the premises. A number of Pennsylvania companies have stepped up to produce these critical supplies. A listing of companies providing PPE and cleaning/disinfecting services can be found here.

- Establish protocols that allow you to respond swiftly if your business is exposed to a person who is a probable or confirmed case of COVID-19. This plan must entail the cleaning and disinfecting of the facility per the CDC guidelines; identifying employees that were in close contact with the individual; and implementing temperature screening for employees before entering the building. The state has outlined what all these protocols need to include in its Worker and Building Safety Order.
Find Supplies: https://bit.ly/PPE4CentreCo

Become a Supplier: https://bit.ly/SupplyCentreCoPPE

PENNSYLVANIA COVID-19 PPE & SUPPLIES BUSINESS-2-BUSINESS (B2B) INTERCHANGE DIRECTORY

Company and product information provided in this directory were gathered in good faith as a means of connecting Pennsylvania businesses and organizations that are seeking various PPE and other related items to combat the COVID-19 crisis. The information made available is from those entities who voluntarily contacted the commonwealth through the Manufacturing Call to Action Portal or the Pennsylvania Critical Medical Supplies Procurement Portal.

The immediate goal of this B2B Interchange Directory is simple: to provide an opportunity for companies and other entities in need of PPE and other critical items to make a B2B connection as they may choose with manufacturers and suppliers of COVID-19 related items.
We are here for you

During these uncertain times as the world continues to navigate the impacts of COVID-19, Cintas is committed to supporting your business and to provide continuity of service at all times.

Van delivered products and services aid in social distancing

- Your/your staff can avoid crowds as our trucks provide products directly to you
- Our Service Sales Representatives (SSRs) are wearing clean garments, gloves and all appropriate PPE when we enter your facility
- We can make arrangements to provide “touchless” service if you prefer, leaving items by a dock/door

Benefits of laundry service to help avoid contamination

- Utilizing high wash temperatures and high heat drying, the Cintas wash process is more effective than home laundry in eliminating bacteria and viruses
- Your staff can avoid laundromats and/or having to wash their own work clothes at home
- Extra sets of work clothes allow employees to change into clean garments more often

Most requested product offerings to help avoid contamination

- Hand sanitizer, dispensers and dispenser stands (while supplies last)
- Hands free soap and paper dispensers, and auto flush devices
- Hand soap, paper towels, toilet paper and additional restroom supplies
- Laundered microfiber and cotton mop heads and towels
- EPA approved cleaning chemicals (restroom cleaner, neutral disinfectant and hard surface sanitizer)
- Cintas UltraClean restroom cleaning and sanitizing service

Help Actuated Medical donate Face Shields to organizations in need!

Face Shield Selfies = #PPEforEssentialWorkers!
- Share an Actuated Medical Face Shield Selfie
- Use #PPEforEssentialWorkers
- We’ll donate 1 Face Shield!

Buy now at faceshield.actuatedmedical.com
We Are CentreStrong
We are committed to healthy community.

This establishment is taking COVID-19 precautions
and we ask that you do the same.

This establishment is taking COVID-19 precautions
and we ask that you do the same.

we observe SOCIAL DISTANCING

MASKS REQUIRED
CBICC COVID-19 RESOURCE & RESPONSE CENTER

click here
Member Call

Wed, May 6 @ 1 pm

Michael Pipe, Centre County Commissioner

Vern Squier, CBICC President/CEO